Activity Two

Letters and Sounds - Phase 1 - Aspect 6
Voice Sounds
Tuning into sounds

Main purpose: To distinguish between the differences in vocal sounds, including oral blending and segmenting

Using place mats make voice sounds for each of the animals and items:

- Snake
- Bumble Bee
- Clock
- Cow
- Train

"I can be a..." game. Use your voice to make recognisable noises for the children to guess what you are. Then let them have a go too. Use the placemat cards to give you some ideas.

Listen to the noise that the water makes as you turn the taps on.

- Water flowing slowly
- Water dripping
- Water gushing fast
- Splashing in the sink

Copy the different kinds of sounds with your voice

Singing 'Old Macdonald' together, with animal noises. Child can choose the animal in each verse and join in with the animal noises. Make sure you emphasise the shapes your face / mouth makes whilst you make the animal noises, "Mooooo Mooooo here..."